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Introduction
One of the most significant ongoing changes
within Europe today is the recognition that a
new model for the data economy is required,
particularly for the handling of personal data.
Currently, citizen’s personal data is exchanged
for services offered by huge corporations since
they make significant profits from this data.
The European model will seek to have a fairer
distribution of the wealth generated by this
data, for the citizens owning the data and for
the cities they live in.
Citizens may be rewarded financially, altruistically, or in improved services, etc.
The projects delivering the required technology
faces a unique situation of not having to wait
for regulations or other factors which might be
standing in their way to be removed. The landscape is changing favourably and rapidly. Obstacles clearly exist but they have been identified
and solutions sought. There should be a little delay between a project finish date and its results
being introduced to both large and small cities.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu
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The context for realising the ambitions of this
initiative is much more complex than simply
putting the technology on the market. An analysis of how a city or country works and runs
can be described through the usage of three
commonly understood models.
THE MARKET.

HIERARCHY.

NETWORKING.

Clearly, market uptake will be pursued by the
large companies and SMEs involved in the projects. Individually, they can use the market to
achieve their own specific business goals.

However, a second model of coordination - that
of hierarchy, will be required to work in a favour
of the move towards an equitable valorisation of
personal data. Municipalities and governments at
all levels can use their positions to influence and
direct. Recognition of the benefits through this
switch to sharing the value fairly, alongside EU
and Member State level policy generation, will
have a positive effect here. Being able to influence a rapid increase in the data economy within
a city or region, and for the public administration
to fully realise this newly released value for its
own activities is crucial.

It is the third model of “networking” which will be
crucial in engineering the conditions for a switchover from the old model to the new. Indeed, the
approach to identifying the business opportunities, requiring a “Platform Business Model Canvas”, highlights how vital it will be to engage
and network widely with the other actors in the
data economy. We have dwelt on the complexity of the situation faced in realising the value
in a citizen’s personal data and making it more
accessible to illustrate why we have taken the
approach we are taking.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu
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General information
What is it that we are trying to do?
The aim of the European Data Strategy is to
create a genuine single market for data, where
private and public entities can fully control the
usage of the data they generate and where
both businesses and the public sector have
easy access to a large pool of high-quality
data.
In its narrower form, we will be providing a selection of technologies (covered below) that will
complement each other in enabling citizens to
securely share their personal data under their
own control and earn from it and this list will be
constantly filled. We will be contributing more of
the highest-value data to this pool.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu

On the other hand, without consumers of this
data, it is not valuable and, hence, other relevant technologies will be included to assist in the
sharing of data between platforms and across
the data economy and within the data-ecosystems. Here, both the public and private sectors
will have access to it, with the right conditions
put in place to secure, share and monetise it and
significantly, to be able to re-use it.

We are assembling a wide alliance of projects
and existing initiatives. Each of them have their
complementary technologies and each will benefit from the release of personal data which will
further enhance existing data-ecosystems, either
location-based or thematic and thus stimulating
SMEs and others within the data economy. The
potential for pilots and demonstrations to merge
is clear as synergies are strong.
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Big Data lays at the core of the strong data economy that is emerging in Europe. Although both
large enterprises and SMEs acknowledge the potential of Big Data in disrupting the market and
business models, this is not reflected in the growth
of the data economy. The lack of trusted, secure,
ethical-driven personal data platforms and privacy-aware analytics, hinders the growth of the
data economy and creates concerns. The main
considerations are related to the secure sharing
of personal and proprietary/industrial data, and
the definition of a fair remuneration mechanism
that will be able to capture, produce, release and
cash out the value of data, always for the benefit
of all the involved stakeholders.

It is estimated that the EU Data Economy is over €500 billion. Five or six global companies from
the top eight are no longer oil giants but their vast profits from handling data. The real task at
hand is to divert some of this value more equitably within a European Model while promoting
an equal and transparent share in this value. This will provide a boost to the deployment of
urban data platforms which will give further impetus to utilising a citizen’s personal data.

We aim to address these kinds of concerns
that pertain to privacy, ethics and intellectual property rights by allowing individuals
to take ownership and control of their data
and share them at will, through flexible data
sharing and fair compensation schemes with
other entities (companies or not).

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu
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The main objectives include:
★ The establishment, maintenance and mobilization of an ever-growing ecosystem of personal data which will allow the exchange of
knowledge and better collaboration between
the end-users involved.
★ Enabling end-users to retain ownership of
their data while safeguarding data security
and privacy, notifying individuals of their
risk exposure, and ensuring the flow of value
based on an intelligent contract.
★ To provide a framework and platform which
has the personal data from various sources
(shopping, web API, smart home sensors,
personal data records, etc.) and that will define secure privacy mechanisms that allow
individuals to assume ownership and control
of their data and share it, including a fair
compensation plan, with other entities.
★ To renew the value chain involving the
exchange of personal data, and to attribute
value to all entities that generate value
within the chain, especially to the data owners.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu

★ To provide new platforms which will enable
stakeholders to collaborate and to support
their own objectives and operations, and
also to permit new stakeholders (e.g. entrepreneurs, local communities, local authorities) to develop new solutions that enables
new socially and environmentally sustainable business models or solutions.
★ Provision of a data marketplace which will
allow the sharing of personal data and its
corresponding Artificial Intelligence/Machine
Learning analysis, all while preserving privacy.
★ A set of different analytic techniques based
on advanced crypto tools that will permit privacy-preserving data analysis.

★ To be compatible with multiple distributed
ledger-based technologies and provide analysis of different available ledgers.
★ The utilisation of Verifiable Credentials with
different level of assurance for accessing
the services the platform provides.
★ To share these mechanisms not only in
smart cities but in smaller cities and rural
areas to access the state-of-the-art digital capabilities, and help to overcome the
digital divide between rural and urban areas,
boosting rural economies through cross-sector digital service platforms by addressing
the technological shortcomings, matching
technology and people to produce the desirable impacts.

★ Providing the ability to enable the sharing,
brokerage, and trading of potentially
sensitive personal data.
★ To standardise different IT solutions thanks
to featuring the (privacy-preserving ) integration of independently obtained data
sources from subjects consenting to different analyses.
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The services covered within the “personal data These range from:
enhanced” eco-system which we will be part
➔ promoting smart city standards, concerning
of include: Data Collection, Data Security, Data
citizens, which currently do not exist,
Analytics, Data Sharing, Data Matchmaking,
➔ working towards having a range of potential
Data Storage, Data Governance, Data Mangovernance models for sharing personal data
agement, Smart Contracts and other Added
within a city eco-system,
Value Services.
➔ ensuring ethical and legal compliance,

Which steps are needed before
implementation?

As pointed out in the introduction, what we are
seeking to achieve is complex, and an analysis of
the non-technical obstructions, which need to be
removed before the progress, has been carried
out. We have established or/are in the process of
establishing small groups, linking our work with
the leading experts on a variety of key fronts.
These are steered by the identification of problems that will require the introduction of “softer”
solutions to enable a smooth deployment of the
technologies underpinning this initiative.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu

➔ taking into account that smaller cities and
rural regions could equally value the opening
up of citizens data,
➔ creating the groups which will feed into
the key existing data eco-systems around
health, mobility, energy, etc. Focal points
exist within the current range of piloting and
demonstration activities,
➔ ascertaining SME requirements,
➔ monitoring the range of new initiatives
currently being promoted by the EU.

This last point is important as in addition to covering the topics listed above in preparing the
ground for deployment within the time frame
anticipated (DEC 2022), and turning demonstrations and pilots into mainstream deployment,
some key new initiatives will be also emerging
which could offer support. Principally, the new
Data Spaces are being created covering the
Green Deal, Mobility, etc. alongside the emergence of incubating activities for data usage by
SMEs and startups. Helping to provide high-value
personal data is particularly significant in a situation where SMEs can find it harder to access
data than finance.
Any issue a city administration may face,
hindering implementation, is being scrutinised, and any newly emerging ones will
similarly be tackled, so that a “one-stopshop” will be provided, with interchangeable
solutions being on offer, as one size will certainly not suit all.
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Given that what is being proposed is novel, we
have relied on an understanding of the problems faced in the deployment of urban data
platforms and have used these as guidelines.
There appears to be an ignorance of their purpose and they are not seen as part of normal
service delivery. The new model will also take
time to be accepted, requiring effort, even after the privacy and security obstacles have
been removed to change current people’s attitudes towards present data business models,
that are often perceived not only as “written
in stone” and unalterable, but even socially
productive. There also remain the ubiquitous
issues of the digital divide, digital skill levels
and the urban/rural split to overcome.
Experience has taught us that having interactive
personnel from different cities is most fruitful
when they are at the same level in the organisation and carrying out similar functions. This is
underlined by the recommendation in the Erasmus-produced “Study on Urban Data Platforms”
which included establishing a network of CIOs.
Involvement of the Major Cities of Europe network of those within a city, who actually deploy
the technology, will be of great benefit.

What is the role of the city and how
can the city support it?

Which support can be provided by
several government/policy levels?

A first step for removing some of the fear of
introducing novel technologies if there are few
exemplars is to encourage citizens to share
their data for purposes they are accustomed
to. This would include personal data to help
improving service delivery and to enhance
their consultation and citizen participation
efforts.

At a HIERARCHICAL LEVEL from central government down, to legislate, following the lead
of the Commission. A continuance of the strong
legislative support and lead at the EU level, to
continue at the national level will be needed
to discard the current preponderant role of big
players in the personal data market and build
fairer and more democratic approaches, and this
will be an ongoing process.

Similarly, it is not a great leap of faith, given the
high level policy direction of the EU, to recognise
the value for the local data economy and in particular, for SMEs, and to prompt action from the
“economic development” arm. Added advantages
would accrue from being early adopters.

At the MARKET LEVEL, to stimulate local
SMEs and to provide and link to the next generation of training initiatives under a discussion to
improve digital skills, including coverage of the
skills required to maximise the potential, which
releasing personal data for further use and furTo possibility to take the lead and participate
ther realisation of value, will bring about.
in the development of the governance model,
including division of revenues, accrued. However, Key will be at the NETWORKING LEVEL, to
models on offer do not require public adminis- use their good graces to help make all the nectration leadership. Within the data economy, the essary linkages to maximise the potential for the
city can be a Data Seeker, a Data Provider, a con- city, for the region, state and Europe.
sumer or a provider of analysis of the data, etc.

Read more about it here.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu
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Societal and user aspects
What are the pros and cons compared
with current solutions?
The current position is that the value generated through the use of personal data is concentrated in a few hands and is used singly
for private profit. With our collective solutions,
it will be used and reused again for as many
purposes as required and others could still
emerge, once the opportunities open up, and
local data economies are stimulated.
All planning will be improved with richer accurate data. Mobility, energy consumption, health
data etc. will be enriched by personal data and
it combines the process of making more efficient
and sustainable decisions. Citizen participation
will be strengthened as their inputs will be more
valuable and richer.
Current solutions are to a very wide extent based
on big players collecting and managing personal
data with a great economic return, without individual data owners being even aware of it and,
certainly, not gaining any economic value from
their own. Third parties, like public administrations or SMEs, willing to use personal data for
improving either their services or business, need
to turn to such big players to purchase the data.
They often do not know a way to directly interact
with individual data owners on a large scale.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu

The proposed approach provides a great im- With access to personal data, the public secprovement on such issues since it represents a tor can develop better policies, more transshift of paradigm and data owners are put in parent governance and more efficient public
the centre of their personal data business: they services.
can decide how and to what extent to contribute
The data-driven innovation will bring benefits
to cities’ and other third parties’ needs by even
for companies and individuals in areas such as
getting some remuneration for the data they
healthcare, better mobility planning, aiding the
provide.
fight against climate change or helping the agGood data management and data sharing will ricultural sector.
enable industries to develop innovative products
and services, make many sectors of the economy more efficient and sustainable, and provide
a raw material for AI systems.
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How can the added value for society
be proven?
By moving away from the current situation
where significant value leaves Europe and it
is not shared equally with those creating the
data/value. Knowledge will be shifted back in
favour of the consumer of goods and services,
rather than being used in a manipulative fashion, distorting the market.
By the usage for socially beneficial purposes
and re-usage, rather than negative usage in
giving balance to suppliers over consumers, and
increased manipulation for private gain, rather
than increased social gain.
As indicated above, there will be no single governance model but the adoption of what is most
suited in a particular set of circumstances and
interactions within a collaborative and cooperative situation. Similarly, the initiative will not be
entering a vacuum but an environment where
many aspects of a data ecosystem will be in
place. Thus, the first steps will be to add value
to what is already happening and to have the
own existing mechanisms for evaluation with
KPIs already on the table. As a wider take-up occurs across sectors, these indicators will still be
present and peer to peer communication will be
important. The kind of KPIs we could introduce
would include numbers of established contracts
within the eco-system, the volume of personal
and other data exchanged, the value of this data
exchanged, the number of users, etc.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu

Safety
The primary concern of this initiative, on one
hand, is to safeguard a citizen’s personal data
and to provide secure mechanisms whereby they
can share it with who they wish, for whatever
remuneration method they are happiest with.
Hence, the technical focus has throughout been
on ensuring that safeguards, respecting all regulations, are in place.
On the other hand, the ethical and security
aspects of how this data is shared with data
seekers and the best way to take it to market is an equal concern. A group has been
established to focus on this aspect and feed
into, and draw from the activity in this area.
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Regulations and policies1
An interesting observation was made in the conclusions
from the Digitranscope project. It drew attention to the fact
that in “normal” circumstances, it may take several years
before recommendations find their way into policy. In this
case, there was pressure on keeping up with policy, such as
the importance of creating the European Data Model. Thus,
it is clear that the delay in waiting for regulations to catch
up should not be an issue.
The requirements have been elicited adopting a systematic and
holistic approach, driven by Fairness & Privacy-by-Design-andby-Default enriched with the Protection Goals method. Such
elicitation relies on the analysis of the regulatory landscape
and the factual analysis of the privacy-relevant properties and
personal data collection, processing and sharing in each service
and tool, including details on the data categories, data sources
and purposes of the processing.
These requirements, though in some case binding (when directly deriving from the legislation, such as GDPR) are quite
challenging and need to be interpreted, taking into account the
SoTA, the research nature of the project, and the risk-based
approach fostered by GDPR itself. This demands for a certain
degree of flexibility in the assessment of the adequateness of
measures and technological solutions, to be specifically established on a case-by-case basis, considering a set of circumstances rotating around the severity of the risks and the
reasonable efforts to face to. In addition, in other cases, not
directly imposed by the legislation, the requirements have to
be interpreted more than recommendations or preferable requirements.

1

The content of this section is based on: Datavaults D2.1 “Security, Privacy and GDPR Compliance
for Personal Data Management”, Ed. Marina Da Bormida (ETA), Thanassis Giannetsos (DTU), 2020.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu
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The table on the right lists aspects of the work
where scrutiny of Privacy and Data Protection
Law, Human Rights Law and Ethics and Soft Law
have been required. Other areas of law, such as
Telecommunication law & IT-security law, IP law
and Law on trust services and electronic identification, might need to be investigated for eliciting
additional requirements:
The purpose is to be able to deliver an ethical,
private and fairness-friendly framework and
platform, at the same time compliant with the
legislation, and where individuals are enabled
to take ownership and control of their data
and share them at will, whilst value is properly attributed to all the entities involved in
generating the same.
As regards privacy and Data Protection Law,
the two main sources are the GDPR, “General Regulation on data protection” and Directive 2002/58/EC “ePrivacy Directive”

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu

Fairness and Lawfulness
Purpose limitation and legitimate aim
Data minimisation
Data Accuracy
Integrity and Confidentiality
Storage Limitation
Transparency
Privacy and Data Protection by Design and Privacy by Default
Avoidance of discrimination (including social sorting) and of harm
Informed Consent
Set of requirements referring to the voluntary participation
User Control
Data subject’s rights
Enforcement
Fairness by Design
Effective “sharing the wealth” paradigm
Privacy Notice
Data breaches
Accountability
Record of processing activities
Data Protection Impact Assessment
Application scrutiny to local/national boards if required by national legislation concerned
International Data Transfer
Technical and organizational measures
Use of private environment/cloud as much as possible
User and data protection friendly User Interface
Measures in case of profiling
Appointment of Data Protection Officer
Assignment of responsibilities
Ethics Board set-up and involvement
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Finance
As a guide to creating the business proposition
for the initiative, a typical approach would be
to turn to a Business Model Canvas. However,
for this complex scenario, a slightly different
approach has been adopted as the Business
Model Canvas was characterized as static because it does not capture changes in strategy
or the evolution of the situation faced. It is
also regarded as being limited in, as the template focuses on organizations and can become isolated from its environment. This is
significant in the case of how we will be working in an elaborate industry structure and in a
social environment designed to be citizen-centric. For this reason, instead of following the
usual approach for the business planning on
the basis of the Business Model Canvas, the
initiative team is seeking to elaborate the
business model on the basis of the Platform
Business Model Canvas which is an extension
of the Osterwalder Business Model Canvas in
order to cover the business aspects of
multi-sided platforms business. It consists of
one of the core models of the Business Innovation framework for digital platforms and
ecosystems.

A main difference for the approach lies upon the of the wide range of stakeholders as well as the
fact that the platform does not mainly intend wider view from the community of practitioners
to sell self-produced services to its customers and sister projects.
(although this can also happen, it’s not the core
The current model is akin to the old fashfunctionality of the platform), not even data on
ioned “rag and bone“ man travelling with a
which the platform has ownership rights. From
horse and cart and giving a ballon to chila business point of view, it is a multi-sided busidren in return for metal or textiles of poness which its main offering is that it facilitates
tential value, or of the large outdoor advertransactions between multiple parties, owns intising companies giving small contributions
This Platform Business Model Canvas will be frastructure that facilitates such transactions
to outdoor furniture in return for valuable
revisited as the initiative matures and it is ex- and derives value not in an inherited way but
advertising sites. Currently, citizens receive
pected to change to adapt to real conditions and from the stakeholders (platform users) network
services for which they are paying far more
facts.
itself.
for in real terms, by giving the service supThis all contributes to making the business planpliers their valuable personal data to make
ning process more complex and increased relimoney from.
ance on canvassing the opinions and judgements

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu
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The business models that exist include:
★ A subscription model where data seekers
pay a fee (monthly/annual) to use the platform and data providers/creators are paid
by the service/platform owner for their data.
This follows the traditional SaaS business
model which has proven successful in many
other spheres
★ Data seekers and data providers operate in
a marketplace and negotiate equitable fees
for data and the service/platform owner
takes a percentage of the fee paid for data
to the provider
★ Data providers publish data and a prescribed
fee for sharing that data - data seekers are
happy with the offerred transaction with the
provider with the service/platform owner
taking a percentage of the value of the
transaction
The overall business case is an extremely simple
one - 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created
daily. The demand for data and insights from
data. In 2020, up to 90% of the world’s largest enterprises are expected to generate income
from data-as-a-service (DaaS). Having the ability
to access and use centralised digital files online
provides organisations with new data monetisa-

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu

tion opportunities. Most modern businesses have
already embraced data to help to make more
informed, better business decisions. The transformative companies have and will continue to
invest in tools and resources to leverage the full
power that data holds. (Fintech Times, Feb 2019)

The economic value of open data has been
examined for a number of free and open
datasets, such as Landsat data ($2bn/year)
or Transport for London (TfL) data (£130m/
year from a £1m/year investment).
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The value of personal data can also be estimat- The typical costs would be:
ed through contingent valuation. The figures
➔ Cost of “on-premises” and/or cloud
it generates depends on the question asked.
infrastructure - clouds are generally paid
For example, a survey of American consumers
monthly and highly dependent on platform
showed they would be willing to pay $5/month
utilization
to use a privacy-preserving service but would
➔ Personnel costs to administer and manage/
charge $80/month to allow access to personmaintain the services
al data. Consumers say they would need to be
compensated by about $48 to give up Facebook
➔ Any third party software licenses, digital
for a month. (The Value of Data, 2020 - Bennet
certificates, etc.
Institute, ODI). UK NHS Data is said to be worth
➔ Ongoing compliances and accreditation costs
£9.6bn GBP a year according to Ernst & Young
- ISO 27001 etc.
(Digitalhealth.net, July 2019)
➔ Costs of third party services to support
monetary transactions
There might be additional costs, for example,
getting access to data from large scale centralised systems like the NHS, the UK for health
data.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu

The question can be posed “If we succeed
in our contribution to developing a European Data model, and manage to provide the
conditions where the value of data is shared
equally amongst all the actors, what is the
value of this for citizens, service providers,
SMEs in the Data Economy, research orgaisations, analysts etc?“.
Analysis of the new European Model data
and value flows in the coming months is key.
Amongst the current projects, SAFEDEED is
involved in this work.
Recognition that there may be revenue for a
city, will increase the likelihood of the takeup of urban data platforms, creating further
activity in a virtous cycle.
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The Technology
We would anticipate over 100 million euros These technologies currently being prepared for
worth of R & D being at our disposal to com- demonstration include:
plement what has been set out from the first A FRAMEWORK composed of:
steps in our work. The work itself is based on
➔ Platform: that will be deployed in a
impressive foundations with KRAKEN continucentralised cloud-based infrastructure, joined
ing the work of H2020 Actions CREDENTIAL and
to a personal app. The platform will follow a
MyHealthMyData Auroral levers on the existing
trusted smart contract mechanism based on
VICINITY platform.
distributed ledger technology.
Demonstrations and piloting is an ongoing process across eco-systems ranging from health COMPONENTS:
and education to tourism, mobility, energy, etc.
➔ Semantic Models and Data Transformation
The detailed manuals will be developed alongEngine.
side the technologies in order to ease deploy➔ Security and Privacy Algorithms and
ment as well as the availability of peers and
Infrastructure.
demonstration sites willing to share the lessons
➔ Anonymisation Algorithms and Engine.
they have learned.
➔ Privacy and Access Policy Mechanisms and
Engine.
➔ Asset Brokerage Networks.
➔ Cloud Based Platform.
➔ Personal App and Libraries.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu
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CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOOLS for end-to-end secure data-sharing capabilities:
➔ Primitives which inherently support
delegation of access rights
➔ Proxy re-encryption (build on top of
CREDENTIAL platform)

APPLICABLE for:
➔ Analytics on highly privacy-sensitive data
(run an MPC node at the data producer)
➔ Data-Analytics-as-a-Service (cloud provider
offers computation power as a service via the
Marketplace)

➔ Attributed-based encryption, functional
encryption (for access control)

➔ Data aggregation, many more

➔ Also consider forward-secrecy, post-quantum
security

➔ Data is confidential w.r.t.to data processors

➔ Authenticity of data analytics and
confidentiality of privacy-sensitive data
➔ Secure multiparty computation (SMPC) and
functional encryption (FE)
➔ Mechanisms for secure clustering,
aggregation, and statistical evaluations of
sensitive data
➔ Provision of suitable cryptographic
framework for KRAKEN SSI system
➔ Tools to enhance privacy aspects of SSI
system

➔ Data confidentiality
➔ Data consumer obtains result of analytics
only
➔ Middleman (e.g. Marketplace) doesn’t see
data nor result
➔ Data integrity
➔ Data processors can verify data integrity
➔ Data producer anonymity via group
signatures (or other privacy-preserving
signatures)

MARKETPLACE:
➔ Act as an open and decentralised exchange
for data, securely connecting providers and
consumers of high-quality datasets and data
streams and leveraging a blockchain network
to enforce the business and legal logic
behind data transactions.
➔ Leverage the StreamrNetwork for the
delivery of data streams in real-time
between individual citizen and institutional/
organisational data providers and interested
data consumers.
➔ Through the use of this P2P pub-sub
network, the marketplace will have access to
an open, neutral and scalable data streams
pipeline.
➔ Users of the marketplace will also be able
to monetize and package Batch datasets, or
static records or files, as Data Products.

➔ Potential research direction: Authenticity of
computation via SNARKs

➔ Techniques to efficiently prove statements
w.r.t.SSI attributes. Data minimization. ZNP
➔ Data analytics as a service

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu
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ARCHITECTURE FOR UNIFIED REGIONAL
AND OPEN DIGITAL ECOSYSTEMS
➔ Leverage on the existing VICINITY platform
(www.vicinityw2020.eu) building on
an open, API-based, interoperable and
federated Internet of Things (IoT) architecture
and includes a reference implementation
supporting flexible integration of
heterogeneous services, bridging the
interoperability gap of the smart object
platforms and creating markets for services
in rural areas.

smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu
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Deep dive: further reading
For further information on the “Citizen
Control of Personal Data” initiative, see
Action Cluster on Personal data.
The initial projects involved which are currently
being widened include:

The Ruggedised and Digitranscope projects,
alongside other MarketPlace initiatives such
as the Urban Data Platform and Small Giants
have provided a framework within which to develop this initiative.
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Join the community of the Action Clusters
and Initiatives of the Smart Cities Marketplace
The community consists of many action clusters and initiatives with a variety of activities to help shape the market for smart
cities in Europe. These are assemblies of partners, committing to work on specific issues related to smart cities, by sharing the
knowledge and expertise with their peers, providing added value with their national and local experience and identifying gaps that
need to be filled at the European level. The work of each Action Cluster is collected under thematic initiatives.
An Initiative pools the work of the various partners around a particular objective while promoting learning beyond the project and geographic borders, and opening the results to the world at large. Links with EU-funded projects allow results to be consumed by thousands
of active people on the Marketplace. Each Initiative is led by an Action Cluster.

Action Clusters of the Smart Cities Marketplace:
Sustainable
Urban Mobility

Integrated Planning, Policy
and Regulations

Business Models
and Finance

sustainablemobility@eu-smartcities.eu

integratedplanning@eu-smartcities.eu

derrick@connectivityalliance.eu
juergen.ritzek@ee-ip.org

Sustainable Districts
and Built Environment

Integrated Infrastructures
and Processes

Citizen
Focus

sustainabledistricts@eu-smartcities.eu

integratedinfrastructures@
eu-smartcities.eu

citizenfocus@eu-smartcities.eu
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